
Tradition and Capitalism
in Society

“A woman .. . is God's creature and herdivine station is that she should bear

and care for and rear children. So | am a man created for another office and

work, But should [think]... | am better in the sight of God?”

—Martin Luther, 1483-1546

Essential Question: How did capitalism and the persistenceof earlier

structures shape familylife and traditional ideas during

the 15th and 16th centuries?

The family was central to European society in the early modern period—

roughly the early 15th century through the end of the 18th century. Many of

its functions made the family central to the period. It was the main institution
for reproduction and the raising of children, both essential elements of the

economy of rural areas. Property also was primarily transferred through

families, which passed on land and possessions through inheritance, Family

units provided needed services, such as the care of land and resources, as well

as tending to the sick, young, and aged. Every family member contributed
labor and resourcesto the individual family economy. Important changesin the

Church and Europeansociety would affect the family structure, as well as the

economy andculturaltraditions. As the quotation from Martin Luther showed,

it was a time when people were rethinking the roles of men and women. New

roles within the family and society took shape. As they did, the structure and

purposeof the family itself changed.

Changesin the Family

Beginning in the mid-15th century, traditional culture in Europe changed

significantly as a result of the social upheaval of the Protestant Reformation,
natural disasters, and emerging capitalism. While family continued to be

crucial to the preservation of the social order, the roles of men and women

were changing within the nuclearfamily, the unit of a married couple andtheir

children. The way the family itself fit into broader society also transformed

during these years of change, as the family was becoming a new economic,
social, and legal unit—but not without resistance based on age-oldtraditions.
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: EVALUATE THE USEFULNESS OF EVIDENCE

Historians combine information from diaries, newspapers, census data, and

other sources to answer questions. A credible source should be from reliable

observeror expert on the topic. While every source reflects a point of view, a

credible source does not ignore clearfacts or attempt to mislead others. Every

source also has limitations. For example, no observer can see every action

or know whatevery personis thinking. To decide how useful evidence is for

advancing your arguments, ask: Is the source relevant to the topic? Will it

tell readers something they need to know? Doesit provide facts or informed

opinions?Is it credible? Whatareits limitations?

For each topic below, whichitem is the least useful bit ofevidence?

1. The growth of commerce produced a new economicelite in Europe.

a. household bookkeeping records from a memberof England’s gentry

b. a painting of a French noblethat includes symbols of wealth

e. a diary entry from a Spanishfriar in Mexico aboutspreading

Christianity

2. Commercialization of agriculture benefited landownersin Europe.

a, legal records showing the number of commonsconverted during the

enclosure movement

b. a ledger entry detailing the transactions of a farmingenterprise over

the course of a year

c. a series of maps depicting villages’ features over time andtheir dimin-

ishing commonspace

d. sketches of peasants working in the fields using farm tools of the

period

Forthe statement, identify which response most strongly supports it and which

mostclearly refutesit.

3. A numberof Renaissance and Reformation writers advocated against

female education and an equal role for women,

a. Juan Luis Vives’s Instruction ofa Christian Woman concludedthat

Catherine ofAragon’s daughter, the future Mary I, should not be

allowed to rule because womenare inherently weak.

b. Supporters of Elizabeth I published arguments that God had made her

queen because she was unique. Elizabeth chose to remain unmarried

so that she would never have a “master”in the eyes ofsociety.

e. John Knox, a Calvinist minister in Scotland, wrote The First Blast of

the Trumpet Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women while women

were on the thrones of France, Scotland, and England.
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Regulations on Families

Family laws and customs were at the center ofreligious, cultural, and legal

issues of the early modern period. Though the structure and purpose of the
family changed, it remained the primary social and economic institution in

Europe. States and religious institutions were therefore nervous about any

changes to the order and purpose ofthe family and made frequent attempts to
regulateit.
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Type of Regulation Methods Example

Direct + Laws andtraditions In Venice, Italy, during financial

that determined the difficulties, tradition required that

components of and only one sonofa patrician family

legitimacy of a marriage could marry. Other sons worked

° Lawsthat forbade astamly employees.
people marrying

someoneof another

class

Indirect * Government policies In late-17th century France, Louis

that offered fiscal XIV tried to stimulate the birthrate

incentives to encourage by offering tax concessionsto
couples to have more large families.
children

General + Examples that showed Churches,particularly in Roman

imagesof family Catholic countries, made

authority, such as obtaining a divorcevery difficult.
portrayals of the king as

a loving father 
 

Primogeniture States also regulated how family property could be
divided, supporting the traditional model of a father passing land and other

forms ofwealth to his oldest son, a practice called primogeniture. This family

structure caused younger sons to become members of the clergy or artisans—

workers in a skilled trade. After the Reformation, fewer men sought lives
within the church, leading to an increasein artisans that would eventually help

fuel an emerging capitalistic structure.

Patriarchalism The political theory ofpatriarchalism from 17th century
England defended the power of the absolute monarch by comparing him to a

father. Those loyal to Kings James I and Charles I emphasized the paternal—

or fatherly—powerofthe king overthe state and his subjects. Patriarchs such

as Sir Robert Filmer argued that the conjugal family ideal—thetraditional

family hierarchy that placed the father at the top of the family unit—was
necessary for the monarch to maintain his own powerandauthority.
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Gender and Class Roles

Family structure during the early modern period reflected the patriarchal

structure of the larger social order. For example, in England, in wealthier

families, the father hadto ensurethat the family’s wealth remainedintact, which

meanthis oldest male child inherited mostofhis estate through primogeniture.

The only claim a daughter would haveto herparental estate would come with
her dowry,or the transfer of property or money that she would receive upon

marriage. Wives could usually determine who shouldreceive their dowry upon

their death, and husbandstypically could not claim ownership to more than

one-third of the dowry during the marriage. Women even had the right to sue

their husbandsifthey thought the dowry was being used improperly.
This gendered male-dominated structure existed most typically in the

upperclass. The merchants, business owners, and others who did nonphysical

labor had moreoptions in howto structure their lives than did poorer people.

Husbands and wives in the class of people doing physical labor earned

less. They needed to perform difficult, essential daily tasks just to survive.
Families in rural areas—whowerealso largely proletarian—had even fewer

choices. Poorrural households were run in a much moreegalitarian fashion

than households in urban centers, as men and womenengagedin different but

   
The Merry Family by Jan Steen, a Dutch painting from the 17th century, portraysa lively scene in the
homeof a prosperous family.

Credit: Getty Images
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complementary tasks. Regardless of the family’s class, location, or need to

work, families in the early modern period functioned as economic units, with

husbands and wives contributing with tasks that, together, accomplished the

needed work.

Women's Intellect and Education

Before the Reformation, Catholic convents were havens for unmarried

women, offering them a chanceto study, write, and exert leadership. However,

unmarried womenstill had few other options. After the Reformation, women
in Protestant countries lost many of the opportunities provided by convents.

However, women had more freedom to explore other options. For example,

many women used their homes to teach the gospel and feed the hungry.

Sometook to writing—from poemsto theology to memoirs. Divorce become

an option for married women in some places, though typically with many

restrictions.
As women’s roles started to change, the traditional family unit became

even more important. The family—not a church or a monastery—was now

the center of Christian life. Both men and women were thought to be able

to communicate directly with God. No one needed a male priest or other

intermediary to pray or confess sins. Women were encouraged to gain

education, though typically mainly as a means of raising educated children
who were good Christians and citizens. The question of how much education

women should receive became an ongoing discussion, primarily in Italy and

England in the mid-17th century.

The Woman Question An academic debate began in France in the 1530s

over whether women were fit to attend university. It expanded into broader

questions about genderrelations, and became known as the Querelle des

Femmes, or the Woman Question.

° One side argued that womenwerenaturally inferior to men, and this

was unchangeable. They cited three reasons: God created manfirst,

men were physically stronger, and Eve—the womancreated from
Adam—deceived him andultimately brought on humanity’s downfall.

° Theother side argued that men oppressed women to maintain their own

social status and power. Eve wasactually the one who wasdeceived.
Women’s inferior position was due to a lack of education, and was

therefore changeable.

This became the fundamental question regarding the limits placed on
women:Were thelimits set by God or by humans?In limiting the opportunities

for women, was the male-dominated society maintaining an unchangeable

sanctified order, or wasit oppressing women?

Limitation on Women Though this period provided more options for

womenthan they were afforded previously, there were still many restrictions.

Single women might have been able to chooseto live outside a convent, but
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they werestill not allowed to serve as preachers. They also were notallowed
to hold positions of authority within the church. Instead, even single woman

were expected to serve as models of obedience and Christian charity. Most

importantly, they were expected to be quiet.

Anabaptists Compared to Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinist churches,
Anabaptist churches were less patriarchal. For example, women held some

leadership positions. They were even preachers. They led worship services,

taught the Scriptures, and were regarded as elders and prophets. Because

of this stark contrast to the accepted practices of the time, many Anabaptist
women were martyred for their behavior.

Marriage and Childbirth

The 14th century had been amongthe hardest on Europe's population. War,

famine, and disease killed millions. In contrast, the 15th and 16th centuries

were a period of growth. France’s population doubled from 10 million to 20
million from 1450 to 1550. Europe still relied on human powerto produce

goods, so the increased population helped bring economic growth. Europe’s

population growth also meant farmers and artisans had greater incentive to

bring more foodandother essentials, as well as luxury items, to market.

Population growth affected marriage patterns also. Europeansin the early
modern period typically did not marry out of love. Rather, they married for

economic reasons, such as to have children and run a farm.

Strains on Resources

After catastrophic periods of famines or epidemics, when large numbers of

people died from starvation and disease, marriage rates typically rose. During
the Black Death—or plague—in the mid-14th century, more than 20 million

people,or one-third of the population of Europe, died. Immediately afterward,

Europe desperately needed to repopulate. The marriage rate rose and the ageat

marriage fell. During times ofprosperity, however, couplestypically waited for

land and employment opportunities before marrying. Asa result, the marriage
rate fell and the age at marriage rose.

By the early modern period, Europe’s population had rebounded from

the Black Death so sufficiently that economic resources could no longer keep

pace with demandfor products. Couples married at an increasingly older age

(between 26 and 27 for men and between 24 and 25 for women), as they waited
to obtain land and opportunity. Acquiringa plot of land usually depended upon

the death of the man’s father, so some couples waited even longer.

Harsh Winters and Poor Harvests As part of the Little Ice Age,

beginning around 1300 (see page 77), a series of unusually harsh winters

led to poor harvests in the 1600s. Scarcity of food brought malnutrition and

widespread disease. To cope with their poverty, members of the agricultural

class started to have smaller families. They waited until they could become
financially established before marrying, and thus married at a later age.
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Decline of Multigenerational Households While it was once common

to find several generations of one family living in the same household, this

practice becameincreasingly less commonin western Europe during the early

modern period. In fact, a family would likely look very similar to today’s

nuclear family: two parents marrying in their late-twenties and raising a small

numberof children.

Influences on Family Size

A numberof factors contributed to the low rate oflive births and high infant

mortality in the early modern period. These included cultural and economic

factors, as well as scientific and medical knowledgeofthe time.

° When women marriedat a later age for economicreasons, they had

fewer childbearing years.

° The numberof miscarriages andstillbirths was high, reflecting both

to lack of medical knowledge and extreme working conditions that

strained a woman’s body.

> Infant mortality was high. About one in four babies died in infancy,

while another one in four died before puberty. A woman in the early

modern period would see roughly two children survive to adulthood.

Birth Control and Family Planning Even after considering how delays

in marriage reduced the number of childbearing years, European birthrates

were below that of other world region of he time. Couples might have taken

steps to avoid having children. For example, one form of natural birth control
was that womenare generally notas fertile as usual for six months after having

a baby. People might also have used medications and other methods to reduce

births. However, advising people on birth control could be risky. Some people

opposedartificial methods of preventing pregnancy forreligious reasons.

Others considered birth control methods a form of witchcraft.

Persistence of Folk Ideas

Folk ideas and celebrations varied greatly throughout Europe, ranging from

festivals marking rites of passage, such as births and marriages,to feasts at a

specific time of year suchas harvests,saints days,or religious holidays. When

the Protestant Reformation brought religious upheaval, it also changed many
traditions. Hoping to maintain their wayoflife, many held tightly to folk ideas

and customs,especially in Germany, where the Reformation began and where

its effects were felt most.

Carnival

The Christian period ofLent spans the six weeks before Easter, and Carnivalis

the three- to six-day period of celebration immediately before Lent. In the early

modernperiod, Carnival’s lavish feasting and celebrations served as a balance
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to Lent’s fasting and purification. Carnival and Lent were polar opposites, but

they were also meant to mutually support each other. The extreme feasting
and celebrating during Carnival emphasized humans’ multitude ofsins from

the previous year. It also was a way to release impulses by allowing people

to live all those sins simultaneously. Carnivalalso helpedreinforce the social

order by temporarily allowing individuals to live outside that order: women

posing as men, for example, peasants as aristocrats, and people as animals.

Lent, in contrast, was a time of fasting and purification to serve penance—the
voluntary self-punishmentor confession for having done wrong.

After the Reformation, Protestant leaders rejected penance as a sacrament.

Carnival, therefore, quickly became anothertarget for anti-Catholic attacks.

Even the Catholic Church came to reject Carnival when it did away with
public confession.

Still, individuals fought to maintain the folk tradition ofCarnival, especially

in rural areas wherethe reach ofthe church and state wasless strong. Carnival

continues to exist today—mostnotably in the cities of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,

and New Orleans, Louisiana—butit has virtually noreligious significance.

Blood Sports

Somepopular entertainment in the early modern period were blood sports,

also called “butcherly sports” because of their violent nature. These activities

pitted humans against each other in jousting matches. Though not intended

as deadly events, many participants did die in them. Otheractivities pitted
animals against each otherin dogfights or cockfights.

Saints’ Day Festivities

All Saints’ Day, also knownas the Feast ofAll Saints, is celebrated every year

on November 1 to commemorateall the saints. It is preceded by All Hallow's

Eve, from which modern Halloween is descended. All Hallow's Eve was

celebrated at the same time as the pagan holiday of Samhain,and like Samhain,

it wasa feast or vigil for the dead. Following All Saints’ Day is All Souls’ Day

to honor faithful Christians who had died and whose souls were going to join

the saints. Customs for these holidays included making “soul cakes”to give to
beggars in exchange for their prayers for the dead and lighting candlesto help
sinners’ souls escape from purgatory.

Challenges to Communal Norms

The success of the Reformation promoted the spread of humanism, with its

increased emphasis oncritical thinking rather than acceptanceoftraditional
beliefs. While people adapted many folk ideas and maintained them beyond

the early modern period, the Reformation and humanism challenged other

practices that eventually became obsolete. However, certain forms of control

and punishment survived from earlier times and were used by both local and
church authorities.
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Method Description
 

Charivari » Charivari was a loud, public mock parade,with clanging
pots and pans to make rough music.It was a form of social

intimidation or shaming,particularly in small communities in

Western Europe.

* As populations grew and capitalism began to replace
subsistenceagriculture, the social structure that supported

charivari eventually disappeared with the rise of more official

formsof social control, such as police and courts.
 

Stocks,Pillory The stocks were a form of public punishment from medieval
and Pranger times. The offender sat on a benchwith ankles closed into holes

in boardsfor several hours. The wrists and neck mightsimilarly

be restrained. Townspeople might throw waste at the prisoner.

* The pillory, also with medieval roots, entrapped the victim’s

head and wrists as he stood or walked around an upright
woodenbar. Passersby often threw waste and otherwise

tortured the prisoner, depending onthe severity of the crime.

In arelated device, the pranger, the victim’s neck was chained
to restraints around the ankles, placing the victim on in an

uncomfortable half-kneeling position. In a less ominous form,

the offender was chained to a columnin the town center.

* Public punishment with these devices remained common until at

    
 

least 1748.

Flogging * Flogging, or whipping, was often accompanied by punishment
in the stocks,pillory or pranger. Like the blood sports and

executionsof the period,it drew many spectators.

Witchcraft

The many changes brought aboutbythe religious and social upheaval of the

Protestant Reformation contributed to increased accusations of witchcraft.

Before Europeansused science to understandcausesofillnesses, famines, and

other misfortunes, they often attributed such events to witchcraft. Accusations

of witchcraft peaked between 1580 and 1650, years of religious turmoil

following the Reformation. As many as 100,000 people were accused and

40,000 executed on charges of practicing witchcraft. Exact numbers are not

available, because detailed records were not kept. Most of the accused were

women. Asreligious controversies became less deadly and knowledge of

science spread,fear of witchesdeclined.

Religious Upheaval The Reformation brought the church into people’s
homes, but it also brought thoughts of the devil and witchcraft. After the

Reformation, Catholic rituals to defeat evil lost much of their perceived

effectiveness. Many Protestants and Catholics were left feeling powerless

against evil, so some invented waysto regain control. The medieval belief that

the devil could assume a physical form wasresurrected as individuals saw the

devil in other people and accused them of witchcraft.
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Social and Economic Upheaval Witchcraft accusations were also a

result of social and economic upheaval. In the county of Essex in England,

for example, most accusations were brought after a dispute regarding charity.
Thealleged witch, usually an older, poorer woman, would come to a wealthy

hometo ask for money, food, or work. The family might turn her away, with

the woman muttering angry words assheleft. If an unexplained illness or

someother disaster later came uponthe wealthy family, they would accuse the
woman of witchcraft.

Accusations also came between members of poorerclasses. In fact, the

major peasant concern throughout Europe atthis time was with maleficium,

the harm supposedly brought on by witches. Accusations usually came after

arguments overland use orresources. These disputes, many of which seemed

petty, always had been a normalpart of village life. They rose to a level of

concernas Europe changed from an agriculture economyto a capitalistic one.
Individuals did not have the samecontrol overtheir land and resourcesas they

once did. In this way, witchcraft accusations also highlighted the breakup of
the traditional village community and economy.

Prominence ofWomen Roughly 80 percentofthose killed for witchcraft

were women, and many of them were elderly. Midwives were also accused

of witchcraft as a meansto provide blame when a couple lost a pregnancy or
becausethey practiced a science that was unfamiliar at the time.

Womenwerenotonly morelikely to be accused of witchcraft, but they were

also morelikely to be accusers. Some historians believe this happened because

so many of the issues surrounding witchcraft related to women’s concerns:

child rearing, issues within the home, and the politics of reputation. Many

accusations cameafter the death ofa child, usually with the mother as accuser.

Postmenopausal women,orthose of an older age, often were the accused.

Regional Variation Witch hunts were not uniform throughout Europe.

Witchcraft in French lands wasless intense, butstill provided some of the

most dramatic trials of the era. In the countries of the British Isles, witch

hunts occurred frequently in Scotland, seldom in England, and almost never
in Ireland.

The death rates from witch hunts were the highest by far in the German-

speaking states of the Holy Roman Empire and their immediate neighbors,

especially Poland. Aboutthree-fourths ofall executions for witchcraft occurred

in the Holy Roman Empire. In someplaces, executions became widespread. For
example, in the late 1670s, about 140 beggars and poorchildren were executed

for witchcraft in the Austrian city of Salzburg alone. In other Germanic areas,

entire towns were almost completely wiped out. The Reformation had started

in Germany, and individuals in these areasfelt its effects most intensely. Their

way of life changed most quickly and most dramatically, so they had the
strongest incentive to try to regain control over what waslost, lashing out at
suspected witches.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF
FAMILY HISTORY?

Researching family history gives people a way to create and elaborate their

ownpersonalhistories, Perhaps that is why searching for family history is the

third most popular Internetactivity, and why millions of Americans have sent

their DNA for analysis. But the history of family history is much deeper than

individuals’ interests in who they are and how bestto tell their personalstories.

Emergence of Family History Interest in these stories began in the 1960s

as an outgrowth of sociological studies of kinship and legal units based on

marriage and/or biology. Centered largely in France, sociologists collected and

analyzed quantitative demographic data based on church registries. This data

becameparticularly useful at a time whenhistorians were looking for ways

to explain the lives of common people wholeft behindlittle written record.

Historians compared the statistics uncovered by these sociologists to the

social, economic, and even cultural normsofthe day. From these comparisons,

historians were able to identify relative ages at marriage, pregnancy, and death

(for both adults and children) and construct theories about general trends. By

the 1970s, historians began comparing legal records (court documents and

wills), as well as material evidence andarchitecture,to timelines of individuals

and families across time to determine how social and economic changes

impacted families, Toward the end ofthe century, family historians looked at

the family as the intersection of the public and private spheres, examining how

state and institutional expectations regulated behaviors within families.

But the emphasis in the 21st century seems to be on the stories shared by

studying family history. Despite the popularity ofgenealogy searches, historian

Joseph Amato argues that there is more to family history than DNA and

statistics, becauseit is a “complex, constantly mutating, and ongoing historical

creation.”

Family History and Everyday Life Amato explained that until about one

hundred years ago, the European family was merely an economic unit. People

were bound by the responsibilities and lack of individual identity inherent

in the “Great Chain of Being,” a belief that the universe was made up of a

series of connected forms (including humans) on a hierarchy from the lowest

to the perfect being—or God. But as many stopped believing in the “chain,”

and circumstances, institutions, and understandings changed, so too did the

family. People becameresponsible for making their own place in the world,

and, through the analysis of genealogy, history, and the stories passed down

through the generations, we can understandthe attitudes, beliefs, situations

and choices our family made. Amato suggests that these stories, with all the

appropriate historical contextualization, can help us better understand history

itself. In this sense, the history ofcommon people gives the people themselves

a voiceastheytry to live in a world defined (politically, economically, socially,

and possibly culturally) by elites.
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KEY TERMS BY THEME

Continuity and Change conjugalfamily ideal charivari

early modern period Querelle des Femmes rough music

Social Structure Identity stocks

nucelar family Anabaptists pillory

artisans humanism Pranger

primogeniture Civic aeate eras

maleflcium

dowry Carnival
patriarchalism penales

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the table below.

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

    

Period le Women

1600-1649 | 281 25.6 "|
1650-1699 28.1 26.2
1700-1749 27.2 25.4
1750-1799 257 | 20
 
 
Source: E. A. Wrigley and R. S. Schofield, The Population
History ofEngland, 1541-1871 (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge Unversity Press, 1989). Averages are the mean
based on data from 13 communities.

. What trend in marriage age from 1600 to 1700 doesthe table reflect?

a) Marriage age for men increased.

b) Marriage age for women changed less than marriage age for men.

c) The age difference between men and women decreased.

d) Marriage age for men and womendeclined.

. Whichis the mostlikely change to demographic patterns How did

changesin the average ageoffirst marriage affect demographic

patterns in Western Europe before 1750?

a) It caused a migration to townsandcities.

b) It led to the continuation of serfdom.

c) It tended to increase birth rates,

d) It increased the occurrence of births to unmarried parents.
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3. Which factor mostinfluenced the context in which people made

decisions about family life in the the years from 1600-1700?

a) Multigenerational households were more common than in earlier

centuries.

b) Parents paid less attention to child-rearing practices than they did in

earlier generations.

c) Religious leaders discouraged couples from having large families.

d) The Reformation caused the structure and purpose ofthe family to

change

 

Detail from Pieter Bruegel the Elder,The Fight Between Carnival andLent. The left shows

Carnival, a period of drinking and carousing before the start of Christian season of Lent. The

right shows Lent, a period offasting and piety. Credit: Wikimedia Commons.

Questions 4-5 refer to the image and detail below.

4. A historian could best use this painting as evidence of which of the

following features of 16th-century life?

a) The communalnature ofleisure activities in preindustrial Europe

b) Growing tensions between religious and secular authorities

c) Efforts by religious reformers to challenge Catholic Church doctrine

d) The breakdownofthe social and religious order

5, What important function of Carnival does the painting show most

prominently?

a) Social and economic upheaval leading to accusations of witchcraft

b) Conflicts between communal normsand popular folk rituals

c) Enforcementofrestrictions on celebrations by local authorities

d) Emphasis of the religious idea of humans’ multitude of sins
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Questions 6-8 refer to the passage below.

“Since the message of the Reformation, like that of the earlier religious

movements, meanta loosening of hierarchies, it had a particular appeal to

women.Bystressing the individual’s personal relationship with God andhis

or her ownresponsibility, it affirmed the ability ofeach to find truth by reading

the original Scriptures. Thus,it offered a greaterrole for lay participation by

women, as well as men, than was possible in Roman Catholicism ....

[Nevertheless], the Reformation did not markedly transform women’splace

in society, and the reformers had never intended to do so. To be sure, they

called on men and women to read the Bible and participate in religious

ceremonies together. But Bible-reading reinforced the Pauline [St. Paul’s]

view ofwoman as weak-mindedandsinful. When such practice took a more

radical turn in the direction of lay prophesy, as occurred in some Reform

churches southwestof Paris, or in the coming together of womento discuss

“unchristian pieces,” as was recorded in Zwickau[a city in eastern Germany],

reformers—Luther and Calvin alike—pulled backin horror.”

Marilyn J. Boxer and Jean H. Quataert,

Connecting Spheres, 1987

6. Thehistorians’ statement mostdirectly supports which interpretation?

a) The most important causes of the Reformation were economic and

political, rather than religious.

b) The Reformationideaof spiritual equality failed to spark a profound

social transformation.

c) The Reformation primarily expanded the poweroftheexisting elite

and state authorities.

d) The ideas of the Reformation were rootedin earlier efforts to reform

the Catholic Church.

7. Which statement provides the strongest counterevidenceto the authors’

argumentin the first paragraph?

a) Womenpreaching in Protestant sects such as the Anabaptists

b) Protestant womenservingas assistants in religious schooling

c) Luther’s opposition to clerical celibacy

d) The closing of convents in Protestant countries

8. Which statement about Protestants best supports the authors’ argument

in the second paragraph?

a) Their emphasis on marriage and obedience by wives

b) Their decision in many countries to legalize divorce

c) Their support for primary education for both boys and girls

d) Their rejection of Papal authority
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question thatfollows.

“Since the beginning of the early modern era, family formation processesin

most western European societies . . . have been linked to the assumption of

the headship of a household . . . newly marrying couples were not absorbed

into pre-existing households, but instead set up their new residence apart from

their [birth] families . . . .[F]or western Europeans, achieving independence

entailed carrying all of the start-up costs associated with acquiring housing

and equipping the household with the necessary material possessions. . . .

[B]oth marriage and headship occurredrelatively late in the life-cycle, when

the couple had been able to accumulate capital through many yearsofliving

outside the parental homes and workingas servants ....By contrast. . . in east-

central and eastern Europe, new couplesgenerally . . .[went] to live with the

groom’s [birth] family ... . Here, the key feature was not only that marriage

took place at a youngerage,butthatit hardly everled to the establishmentofa

new independent householdingunit, but rather resulted in the enlargementof

the existing parental household.”

Mikolaj Szoltysek, The Oxford HandbookofEarly Modern

EuropeanHistory, Vol. 1, Hamish Scott, ed., 2015

a) Explain ONE difference between the family formation processin

western Europeandthat in east-central and eastern Europe.

b) Provide ONEpieceofhistorical evidence that would support the

explanation of the family formation process in western Europe.

c) Explain ONEpiece of historical evidence that would show a

difference in family patterns in western and eastern Europein the

early modern period.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Explain ONE economic cause of witchcraft accusations in the 1600s.

b) Explain ONEreligious causeof the accusations of witchcraft.

c) Explain ONEpossible reason the accusations of witchcraft were

usually made against women.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which family structure, social interaction, and

community norms changed during the 15th and 16th centuries.

2. Evaluate the extent to which religion influenced genderroles and

family demographics during the period from 1450 to the mid-1600s.
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REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain how capitalism and the persistence

ofearlier structures shaped family life and traditional ideas during the

15th and 16th centuries.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: ANALYZE AN ARGUMENT

One way to analyze an argumentis to frame within one ofthe six thematic

learning objectives for AP® EuropeanHistory:

» Interaction of Europe and the World (INT)

> Poverty and Prosperity (PP)

* Objective Knowledge and Subjective Visions (OS)

+ States and Other Institutions of Power (SP)

° Individual and Society (IS)

National and EuropeanIdentity (NI)

For instance, if you are writing on the role that sovereign states and secular

systems of law played in the creation of new political institutions, you could

frame youressay in termsofthe SP or NI themes.

Whichtheme(s) might provide the bestframeworkfor thefollowing topics?

1. Describe how advances in military technologyled to new forms of

warfare, heavier taxation, and a larger bureaucracy.

2. Analyze how localand regionalidentities based on culture led to

resistance against the dominantnational groupwithin states.

3. Explain how the English Civil War exemplified the competition for

power between monarchs, Parliament, and theelite.

An essay is structured around a central argumentcalled a thesis statement,

which is usually presented in the introduction. Each paragraph then needsits

owntopic sentencerelated to the thesis, as well as supporting evidence.

Framing the topic sentences around a central theme can provide cohesion, or

the feeling that all the paragraphstie together.

Forthepromptin question 4, which topic sentence bestfits the SP theme?

4. How did the competitive state system change diplomacy and warfare?

a. The Peace of Westphalia in 1648 endedthe warsofreligion by estab-

lishing a diplomatic congress and a system of sovereign states.

b. Greater use of infantry, mobile cannons,andelaborate fortifications

all were new formsof warfare duringthis time.
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